**Corridor Treatment**

- **Full Corridor (SW Hudson St)**: Proposed Stations
- **Pedestrian-Activated Signal Crossing**:
  - SW Hedgen St
  - SW Alaska St
  - SW Cambridge St
  - SW Holding St
  - SW Webster St
  - SW Barton St
  - SW Trenton St
  - SW Kenyon St
  - SW Myrtle St
  - SW Brandon St
  - SW Hudson St
  - SW Alaska St
  - SW Alaska St

**Bike Facilities**

- **Proposed Alignment**
  - Neighborhood Greenway
  - Neighborhood Greenway Crossing / Connection

**Other Transit Facilities**

- **Existing RapidRide Corridor**
- **Spot Improvements**
  - Existing RapidRide Corridor
  - Proposed Alignments
  - Proposed Stations
  - Neighborhood Greenway
  - Neighborhood Greenway Crossing / Connection